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TOUCH OF EVIL dir. Orson Welles
In 1958 Touch Of Evil marked the return to Hollywood of irascible, errant genius and shameless sherry ad.
man Orson Welles. Although originally only contracted to act, he and the film's influential star Charlton
Heston soon persuaded the studio bosses to let him direct and, without ever reading Whit Masterson's
source novel, rewrite the entire script. The result, though a commercial flop on its first release, remains one
of Welles’s greatest triumphs as his trademark visual flair and and excessive flamboyance turned an
otherwise obscure b-movie reject into a brilliant, sublime thriller.
From the bravura opening sequence onwards the screen is filled with a succession of elaborate camera
shots, eccentric characters and eerie, exotic locations. a dark, distorted Mexican border town provides an
atmospheric backdrop whilst up front, honest. incorruptible Hispanic cop Vargas (Heston) feuds with his
double-dealing American counterpart the hideous, bug-eyed behemoth Hank Quinlan (Welles himself, of
course). Ouinlan's an old time detective who trusts his instincts, gets it right but then, to Vargas’ obvious
indignation fabricates evidence just to make extra sure of the conviction. Caught up in their conflict are
Vargas’ virtuous wife Susan (Janet Leigh), Quinlan's devoted assistant Menzies (Joseph Celleia), local
racketeer Uncle Joe Grandi (Akim Tamiroff) and gypsy fortune teller Tanya, bizarrely but touching played
by fading Teutonic beauty Marlene Dietrich. Welles crafted some wonderful exchanges of dialogue through
which he skilfully explored issues of truth and justice, worship and betrayal, and power and corruption in a
morally ambiguous world. We're talking favourite films here, so excuse the overdose of superlatives, but
Touch Or’ Evil is truly a dark, murderous, invigorating masterpiece. Hank Quinlan
Touch Of Evil caresses the devil at Broadway. Fri. 20th - Monday 23rd December

I SHOT ANDY WARHOL dir: Mary Harron
Though trading on his reputable and no doubt more marketable name the 60's peroxide blond icon is
relegated to a supporting role in this droll look at the life and bad times of his would-be assassin Valerie
Solanas. Founder and sole member of the Society for Cutting Up Men (SCUM) and author of its infamous
manifesto, Solanas (Lili Taylor) is a complex character who can either be judged harshly as a lunatic lesbian
psycho or sympathetically as a proto-feminist raging against an unjust and unmerciful world. First time
director and former rock journalist Mary Harron leans decidedly to the latter viewpoint and seeking
answers and explanations delves deep into a background of child abuse, prostitution and a frustrating,
fruitless career as a writer. Full of ideas and ambition, though absolutely unfabulous, Solanas’ efforts are
constantly met with rejection or betrayal, souring early promise and replacing it with dark, paranoid
fantasy. The final pushover the edge comes with Warhol (Jared Harris) and his rarefied Factory full of
speed freaks, transvestites and would-be starlets and artists. Initially their relationship is profitable and
rewarding, but soon Solanas’ aggressive personality starts to grate and following ostracism from the in-
crowd, she's all set for bloody revenge on the man who, in her own words, "had too much control over my
life". Taylor is vibrant and resourceful as Solanas and her plight is treated with both humour and pathos.
Even better though is Harris (son of legendary hell-raiser Richard) as the mild-mannered and masterfully
evasive Warhol and, among the 15-minute fringe figures at the Factory, Stephen Dorff as superstar Candy
Darling. Period details and cultural attitudes of the time are also impressively captured, there's a cool John
Cale soundtrack, and the grainy photography recalls the look of Warhol's own movies. One jarring aspect of
the film, however, is the lack of true compassion Harron and co-writer Daniel Minahan show towards
Solanas’ victim. History confirms that Warhol's strength and artistic spirit never recovered from her attempt
on his life, and though he may have been an egotistical bastard and a shameless exploiter of other people's
talent, there was nothing he did that could ever justify her actions. Flawed then, but still a very satisfactory
cinematic experience. Hank Quinlan
I Shot Andy Warhol takes the trash out at Broadway from Friday 27th December

DEAD PRESIDENTS ,
The Hughes’ brothers second film is a Vietnam-based drama that is really three stories in one: the high-
school upbringing of black boy Anthony Curtis; his flight to join the war in Vietnam; and his return as a
swiftly forgotten hero struggling to make a living on the streets. Although this area has been covered
before in detail, the film gives a rounded view of Curtis, neatly tells the three tales as one and provides a
decent feature-length film with plenty of roles for a host of black actors. It also has one of the best sound-
tracks to emerge this year, for its capture of the period as it journeys from the late 70's through to the
early 80's. It's difficult to see what message the Hughes’ brothers are trying to put across or why they
wanted to make it, but much work has gone into it and it will find an audience, particularly amongst the
black community. Matt Amoldi

AMERICAN BUFFALO
Dustin Hoffman and Dennis Franz star in a stagey affair written by David Mamet and directed by Michael
Corrente about a couple of lowlives who realise they're on to a good thing when a local antiques dealer
pays them a fair few dollars for an old coin. They reason he must have a valuable collection and plan to rob
him. The burglary is painsta lcingly worked out but goes no further in a story that would work a good deal
better on stage. It suffocates in a static film precisely because the celluloid medium demands more action,
more things happening. Sean Nelson (Fresh) stars as a young black errand boy who wants to muscle in on
the action. Reasonable performances, dialogue that holds the tension in the same way that Plnter's The
Caretaker does, but alas the same amount of inactivity (as in the Pinter play) eventually leads to
frustration rather than admiration. MA
At Broadway Fri 6th - Thurs 12th Dec.

THE PILLOW BOOK
In which a girl, Nagiko (played unengagingly by Vivian Wu) whose father used to write a birthday greeting
on her face, has a string of lovers and insists that all write on her body. She is impressed as much by
calligraphy skills as by their prowess in bed so illegible scribblers need not apply! Nagiko takes an English
lover Jerome (Ewan McGregor) who persuades her to write on him and for him then to take her words to a
publisher she is trying to impress. Well it's the sort of thing you would do isn't it? The publisher is interested
in her work as much because he is also Jerome's lover leading to jealousy first on Nagiko's part and later
on Jerome's as Nagiko chooses to write on the bodies of other men instead for her subsequent I2 chapters.
With Nagiko and Jerome at loggerheads, the story leads swiftly to tragedy before it turns over a new page
to add a new dimension. This is a typical Greenaway tale with striking visuals, memorably haunting music
and a delightfully weird approach towards calligraphy and human skin as paper.
At Broadway Sat 23rd Nov - Sun lst Dec

A SUMMER'S TALE (CONTE D'ETE)
Eric Rohmer returns to the screen with another of his essays from a series of films on the subject of the
Tales Of The Four Seasons. This one is about a man called Gaspard who literally has women falling over him
which puts him In a dilemma because he's not sure who to date. On summer holidays in Dinard, he meets
Margot, a student, in a restaurant. At the time, he's waiting for another girl Lena. Then when they go to a
disco, he meets Solene and he finds he can't ta Ice his eyes off her. Romance made easy, or perplexing,
depending on which way you look at it. MA
At Broadway Fri 29th Nov -Thurs 5th Dec

MR RELIABLE
From Australia comes a skittish romantic comedy set in the 50's about a couple holed up in a house. When
Wally Mellish shacks up with a local girl in a house but fires just above the heads of some local cops by
mistake, the rest of the police mob misguidedly jump to conclusions and think they've got a siege situation
on their hands with Wally holding the girl hostage. The comedy stems from the fact that the two of them
are really lovers and couldn't give a XXXX for the local police force and media outside; they just want to be
left alone. The trouble is, the more they try to escape from a sticky set-up, the deeper into the pit they dig
themselves. Directed by Nadia Tass with a cast largely unknown in the UK and a bouncy period soundtrack
that includes Cream, Joe Cocker, the Lovin' Spoonful and the Small Faces, Mr Reliable is a vibrant feelgood
movie, the sort of lively effervescent comedy that the Aussies do quite well. It's notable too, for a healthy,
tongue-in-cheek view of a bungling police force trying but failing to keep on top of their own I,
misinterpretation of who they are dealing with. Nationwide from 22nd Nov ' MA

TWELFTH NIGHT
Trevor Nunn's breezy adaptation set specifically for the cinema screen. OK, the Bard wrote it in the 17th
century so yes, it is a period piece but it does have contemporary messages relevant to today. To some
extent, this is a gender bender piece as identical twins Viola and Sebastian are shipwrecked and survive
without knowing if the other is alive or dead. Ifiola then acts as a go-between for a local Duke and his lady
love. An all-star cast includes the likes of Toby Stephens, Richard E Grant, Mel Smith, Helena Bonham-Caner
and Imogen Stubbs. It has its moments and is less confusing than some Shakespeare adaptations. MA
At Broadway Fri 6th - Thurs 12th December

THE VAN
The latest reunion of Stephen Frears and Paddy Doyle who collaborated on The Commitments
and The Snapper, The Van is about a baker on the dole in Barrytown, Dublin who buys a van
with some redundancy money and goes into business as a fish and chippy. Will the venture
work? Will all the money go to waste on what is effectively a mere gamble? Donal O'Kelly
plays the baker turn take-away merchant, Colm Meaney lends a hand with the frying pan as
his mate Larry. There are echoes of Ken Loach's Raining Stones where the name of the game
was sheep rustling,or the nicking of grass turf; but whereas that film had a serious
undercurrent, The Van is played outsimply for laughs. Nationwide from 29th Nov. MA
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KANSAS CITY
Robert Altman's wry glance at the Jazz age, both directed and written
by him, in which two women (played by Jennifer Jason Leigh and
Miranda Richardson) get mixed up with a local hoodlum (Harry
Belafonte) as politicians fight to win the election of I934 in Kansas
City, Missouri. Steve Buscemi also pops up as an even nastier hoodlum
than Belafonte, but his is a bit-part role compared with those of the
two women. In terms of the plot, Jason Leigh is a rough diamond who
has a boyfriend in trouble. She kidnaps the well-to-do wife of an
eminent politician (Richardson) hoping that he will then put pressure
on the cops to let her boyfriend go free. The movie itself packs less of
a punch than you might think, considering it's an Altman film, but the
performances aren't at all bad and the film grows on you. MA
At Broadway Friday 13th - Mon 23rd December

THE CROW: CITY OF ANGELS
A new story in The Crow anthology directed by the BBC's Tim Pope and
starring Vincent Perez and Iggy Pop. Alas, Brandon Lee who starred in
the first film of The Crow only to die before its completion, must be
writhing in his grave. Producers finished off The Crow (1994) without
him and should've stopped there. Instead they got greedy and opted
to make a sequel. BAD move! Unknown but current Tinseltown
heartthrob Vincent Perez ta kes the "tee" role, donning face paint to
emerge as a cross between Marc Bolan and Adam Ant. Returning from
the dead, he's given the powers of the crow to avenge his real-life
murderers (a nondescript bunch led by Iggy Pop). Although based on
James O'Barr's novel, this isn't a patch on the original, dishing up dull
and eliptical dialogue, a very thin plot and endless, tedious shots of
this blessed squawking crow! Nice soundtrack (PJ Harvey, Hole,
Tricky) but it's a shame about the rest of it. For Crow buffs only.

Matt Arnoldi
The Crow flies Nationwide from 22nd Nov

KEROUAC dir. John Antonofli (Mystic Fire Video)
This Dutch film company are rather better known for serving up such
titles as Tantra Of Gyuto and Art Meets Science Bi Spirituality. But
knowing Kerouac's own definition of the Beat generation he helped to
shape as "bealific", it seems appropriate to find a chronicle of the
man's life amongst the other spiritual signposts of this video group.
Opening and closing with an excerpt from the Steve Allen show back
in I959, the film offers very little footage of the man himself;
reputedly there isn't much. What we do see depicts the later life, a
slurred and slightly uncertain figure whose cool genius is still
apparent.
Various Kerouac contemporaries such as Carolyn Cassady, Ginsberg,
Burroughs, Huncke and Ferlinghetti are featured, proposing such
character assessments of their late friend as "apolitical", “shy and
introverted", "modern saint" and "big angelic genius".
What this documentary actually does is authentically recreate certain
scenes of the writer's life and illustrate them via readings from the
appropriate novels, with further interviews and recollections. And it all
works extremely well, particularly the poignant settings where a child
actor dons appropriate period gear to realise the youthful Kerouac
back in Lowell, Massachusetts. The death of his elder brother (recalled
in Ifisions Of Gerard) indicates the earliest stirrings of the sacred vibe
that would pervade his finest work, further fuelled by his mother's
religious devotion.
We follow Jack's adult life pattern in the realistic hands of actor Jack

Coulter who captures the handsome charmer and manic, shivering
despairer with equal ease. From the merchant marines to New York's
Bohemian bar culture and his first smoke of pot, each major incident
is narrated in fine detail. There's also the unlikely source of advice
remembered by his old family priest, who told Jack to "spice his
writing up a bit" after The Town And The City was published. Such
encouragement was to bear fruit with the eventual release of On The
Road and Wsions Of Cody, both containing the inspiration of his
"flaming comet from the west", Neal Cassady. Gilbert Millstein, who
penned the legendary New York Times rave review of On The Road,
also appears. Genuine hostile criticism (and there was plenty) is less
conspicuous, apart from Truman Capote's legendary "that ain't
writing, that's typewriting" quote. The British poet-critic who wrote of
Kerouac "if you really think so low of the soul/why don't you write on
a toilet roll?" is not approached for further comment either.
Careful consideration is given to the events surrounding The Dharma
Bums, arguably his finest hour and far more than the cash-in over On
The Roads success that many still claim. By now Kerouac had
discovered Zen Buddhism, and its meditative principles were rooted
firmly alongside the living language jazz rhythms that had always
filtered into his prose streams.
We see him portrayed as washed up and done for on the beaches at
Big Sur, the novel of which was every bit as bleak and indulgent as
Scott Fitzgerald's despairing The Crack Up. The alcoholism that would
also finish Kerouac off in his forties was now biting hard, and the
colleagues that have survived him seem at a collective loss here to
offer any solace or explanation.
This of course still remains essential to his mystic appeal, for the man
who raged against robot society with his rucksack revolutionaries is no
more ours to comprehend than was the self-destructive genius of
Dylan Thomas in the decade before Kerouac's death.
With the eloquent strains of Mingus, Monk and Ellington providing a
haunting backdrop to these scenarios, this film makes for compulsive
viewing.

Gareth Thompson

SHOBANA JEYASINGH DANCE COMPANY
photo: Hugo Glendlnning

TUMBUKA - DANCE COMPANY OF
ZIMBABWE
Nottingham The Playhouse
What with Shobina Jeyasingh apparently "blowing up the laboratory
while keeping a cool head" and the "explosive" Tumbuka dance
company, the incendiary press officers at the Playhouse were aiming
to level Nottingham with these contributions to the Dance 4 season.
In actual fact no four minute warning was required. First to attempt
to light the touch paper was the intricate formal dance of Shobana
Jeyasingh's company not putting a foot wrong in its uncluttered
setting. The movements of the dancers and musicians (also on stage
for Romance...with Footnotes, the first piece) interacted and woven
against an aural backdrop of music and chanting. This to me created
a calculated (but slightly cold) appreciation of elegant timing and
precise movement, using Eastern dress, and the flexed feet and
expressive hands of Indian dance (apparently Bharatha Natyarm, the
classical dance of South India). Their second piece, Palimpest, used
these elements more effectively to throw the dance into sharper
relief. The stage was made smaller by the addition of a blue squared
backdrop, bringing the movement closer to the audience,
strengthening our involvement. This intimacy was heightened by the
dancers adding expression to their (formerly poker) faces to mime to
the female voices chatting and laughing at points within the music.
The flow of movement continued around them, never losing the
colourful seamless thread moving across a spectrum of delicate

shades in both costume and dance.
The style of the Tumbuka Company the following evening was in many
ways a complete contrast to Shobana Jeyasingh. The key elements of
Tumbuka, the national company of fimbabwe, were strong, male,
physical movements and unrestrained expression where Jeyasingh's
female dancers provided simple moods and feelings, control, restraint
and measured movement all with consistent technical expertise,
compared to which Tumbulca was more disjointed, cluttered and
inconsistent. By paring the performance down to the bare essentials
everything about Jeyasingh's company said quality. Tumbuka however
had a more haphazard approach, throwing everything at you, moods,
messages, meanings along with the technical quality of the actual
dancing and lasting impression of what they were trying to express,
sometimes losing out in the process. Their most impressive piece of
dance was the Solo For A Sweet Child with one dancer (AIois
Maqwenya standing out with his continued energy and skill), one
musician (playing the mbira), a short running time and simple set. _
The only things on stage were a shallow pool of water and shimmering
effect of light and liquid which he danced in and around, to great
effect!
Where Tumbuka disappointed, despite glimpses of their potential, was
in their more ambitious concepts - overreaching the limits of their
technique which was at times rough and ready. But clichés within the
message and movement being attempted confused the issues, for
example, war is bad and involves running around and falling down
lots of times; or Quartet, a tale of four brothers recapturing their
childhood intimacies, told using four men jumping about and hugging;
....and at midnight we aired our souls, a simple story of 6 dancing
men, 5 bar stools, 4 doctor's coats, 3 red light bulbs, 2 search lights, 1
sleazy woman, a plank of wood, a tiger skin rug and a chicken in a
basket.
As each company left me feeling an element was missing I felt a more
volatile concoction could have been created. Fusing the cool control of
Shobana Jeyasingh with the enthusiastic energy of Tumbuka might
have made for a more memorable blast.

Frances Richards

BUNTY MATTHIAS 8: CO.:Viewpoint
Nottingham Piayhouso
The world premiere of the company's ambitious new piece performed
as pan of the Now 96 Festival, Viewpoint tried to combine dance with
architecture, a task which could easily appear impossible. Although not
totally convincing, their interpretation showed an interesting and
experimental approach.
The initial stage set, totally white with two large interlocking
staircases, was impressive and hyped expectations of things to come,
which the production failed to fulfill. The piece didn't manage to fully
link the two concepts of architecture and dance.
The skill and the beauty of the dancers, energetically delivering their
movements, drew you into the piece, their performances were almost
hypnotic at times. Strong use of shadows, both from the performers
and the stage set were an excellent medium to enhance the dynamics
of the dance.
Bunty Matthias was disappointing in that she never seemed to develop
her pan onto the anticipated level; she stayed in the background and
yet made herself prominant, which became irritating. lfiewpoint
became stronger throughout the evening with some well .
choreographed and brilliantly executed solo performances and the
dancers worked more successfully as a company. If the dance felt
fragmented at the beginning it soon became smoother, and seemingly
grew together into a whole, an enjoyable experience which left us
wondering, ‘yes an exciting piece--but what are the links between
dance and architecture?

NIGEL LAWSON ON DIETING
A short memory can make big bucks! Ever-so-sneaky and now not so
cheeky. Can you remember a tubby man who played the part of a
machine gun, used by Thatcher to obliterate the nation that put her
there? His name was Lawson and he resigned before we found out
exactly what he had done to us.
Now he's back, this time in the guise of masterchef celeb. and slimmer
of the year. His book on starvation management is packed full of
recipes for people with no money. It could be read as an optimistic
view of food on the bread line. A celebration of the good side to
poverty— weight loss.
We never asked him to share in our misery. It was his own altruistic
nature and sympathetic reasoning which led him to starve with us. His
suffering is plain to see, he now has enough spare skin to upholster
that Jag his government sold to the Americans. He has been left
looking like the economy he fiddled with, stretched and deflated.
Baggy and sunken. Thin and humourless.
Keep losing those pounds, we are!

Sam Mansour
3
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POISONED ELECTRICK HEAD
REAL TV £3.50 (£ NUS/JSA)

Nottm Sam Fay’s
KILLING JOKE

Rock City
SUZANNE MELLARD QUARTET

Thurland Hotel
THE SHOD COLLECTIVE

Cafe Metz
PARADISE EXPRESS

The Skyy Club
STU MOSELEY BAND

The Running Horse
TOOTHSOME

Filly & Firkin

friday 29th
PSYCHO TV
PHANTASMAGORIA
Caged Bat Nottm The Old Angel
LABI SIFFRE

Djanogly College Atrium Theatre
THE HOT CLUB TRIO

The Lion
DOWN AT ANTONE’S

The Running Horse
THE SCREAM ISTEREOGRAM

Filly & Firkin
EAMON GETHINGS DUO

The Mechanics Arms
RYSZARD I D? Cl? I PLANCK
Hipshaker Deluxe
SMOKESCREEN

The Skyy Club
TEN

Mansfield Oak Tree Leisure Centre
PERFUME! BRONCO BULLFROG

Leics. The charlotte
EXIT

Leics Pump & Tap

THE SHOD COLLECTIVE
3pm Nottm The Golden Fleece
LAZARUS CLAMP ITHE MELONS
THE FREED UNIT

The Old Angel
BLUEBOTTLE
FULL METAL OCTOPUS

Filly & Firkin
STON EY BATTER

Mechanics Arms
PETE DONALDSON BAND

The Lion
RAGGITY ANN

Rock City

photo: Rob Pitt

The Rig
STAFFORD GALLI

Derby The Flowerpot
EUGENIUS

Leics The Charlotte

SUZANNE MELLARD QUARTET
Nottm The Lion

BLETHERSKITE
The Golden fleece

BIG DEAL
The Running Horse

FOOTWARMERS noon
AKIMBO 8pm

The Bell Inn
SIMON BLIGH
Just The Tonic Loxley’s
BILLY BRAGG

Leics University
VERY LITTLE ELSEI BIG TED

The Charlotte
THE BEEKEEPERS

Derby University
INTENSE

Mansfield Town Mill

GIRLS AGAINST BOYS
FRIENDS OF...

Nottm Clinton Rooms
WILSON

Trent Bridge Inn
ACOUSTIC ROUTES

Golden Fleece
ANGIE SCARR

Running Horse
THE OMEGA BAND

The Bell Inn
BRENDAN BURNS I PHIL DAVEY
IAN MCDONALD I MATT HARDY
LEHMO I DAN FALZON
Stand Up Down Under

Loughborough Charnwood Theatre
FRUIT I MANBREAK

Sheffield Leadmill

DAVIS ITHE CHANGERS
MY HEAD'S GOING TO BLOW UP
DJ PABLO
£2 Nottm Sam Fay’s
HOOKED ON FERRETS

Golden Fleece
FOLK BLUES 8: BEYOND

Running Horse

JOCASTA
The Bell hm

Sheffield Speakeasy

wed nesda 4th
ALISHA’S ATTIC

Rock City
KNIGHTS OF JAZZ

The Lion
BUD BONGO I FRIENDS OF...

Skyy Club
GERRY DUNNE

Behan’s Bar
COLIN STAPLES JAM

Rtmning Horse
THE FAB FOUR

Sam Fay’s
SPEEDY I POSHI VOON

Leics The Charlotte
PALA

MAD PROFESSOR I DJ WALT
MOOPMALA DRUMMERS
Sweet Potato £5 adv

Nottm Sam Fay’s
DAVIS I BURDOSA

Filly & Firkin
MAGIC CAR

Running Horse
JEAN TOUSSAINT
A Tribute I0 Art Blakey O’Reil1y’s
THE MAGUIRES

Behan’s
THE NEW BUSHBURY

MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS
Leics Phoenix Arts Centre

SMALLER
The Charlotte

MONDO KANE
Pump & Tap

THE SCREAM I DEVO NOD
Nottm The Old Angel

ORGANISMS
The Lion

PLANET CAKE
Filly & Firkin

DECLAN
Mechanics Arms

THE ACID DISCO
Skyy Club

FREEBASE
Rock City

HIGHER INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY I THOMAS HECKMANN
KID LOOPZ
CLEVELAND WATKISS
Fusion The Essance
KELLY’S HEROES

Behan’s Bar
SUEDE

Derby Assembly Rooms
TY GARNER BLUES BAND

Mansfield The Woodpecker
JAY I CARRIE NATIONS

Leics Pump & Tap

saturda 7th
THE SHOD COLLECTIVE
3pm Nottm The Golden fleece
RADIUM 88

The Old Angel
STEVE PHILLIPS BAND
adv tickets only Running Horse
WHOLESOME FISH

Filly & Firkin

SONS OF ERRIS
Mechanics Arms

PHILL TANNER & O.T.T.
The Lion

sunda 8th
KELLY’S HEROES

Nottm The Golden Fleece
SECOND LINE

The Rurming Horse
FOOTWARMERS noon
JUBA 8pm

The Bell Inn
GUV'NER I BUTTER GLORY
CAT POWER

Filly & Firkin
PAUL TONKINSON
Just The Tonic Lox1ey’s
VIVID

Mansfield Town Mill

STARSKY
Nottm The Skyy Club

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS
ANTI-NOWHERE LEAGUE

Rock City
ACOUSTIC ROUTES

The Golden Fleece
DAVE ONIONS

Running Horse
THE OMEGA BAND

SLEEPER I MANSUN
Derby Assembly rooms

THE HYBIRDS
Leics The Charlotte

SCRIBBLE
Stoke The Wheatsheaf

AUTOUR DE LUCIE
LORNA I DJ PABLO

Nottm Sam Fay’s
RALPH

The Golden Fleece
FOLK, BLUES 8| BEYOND

Running Horse
GREYNOTE

Bell Inn
TERRORVISION

Rock City
3 COLOURS RED I SYMPOSIUM

Leics The Charlotte

wednesday 11th

SYNDICATE
£2 Nottm The Old Angel
THE FAB 4

Sam Fay’s
MONKEYGRIP I HARSH
STORMCLOU DS
£2.50 The Skyy Club
PHIL WARE QUINTET

The Lion
COLIN STAPLES JAM

Rum1ing,I;Iorse
THE OTHER BEATLES

Derby University
THE MAGIC BROTHERS

teat. DAEVID ALLEN
Leics The Charlotte

R E B ECCA
Mansfield The Woodpecker

ZEPHYR 6
Nottm Sam Fay’s

CECIL I JOCASTA
The Rig

BIG JOE TURNER & HIS
MEMPHIS BLUES CARAVAN

The Running Horse
CHRIS CONWAYQUARTET

Thurland Hotel
18 WHEELER I PUSHERMAN
AGENT PROVOCATEUR

Leics The Charlotte

__ ___ ______ __ i *3-

ANTONINA I oo|_|_ PARTS
Nottm The Old Angel

BIG GEORGE & THE BUSINESS
The Running Horse

KELLY’S HEROES
The Lion

ENSEMBLE X
Nottm Playhouse

HOOLEY & THE CRACK
Mechanics arms

ENORMOUS
Behan’s

TREVOR
Leics The Charlotte

JAM JAH MAN
Pump & Tap

THE MAXIMUM WHO
THE CHANGERS

Mansfield The W ker

saturday
PHIL TANNER 81 O.T.T.

Nottm The Lion
THE HYBIRDS

Rock City
CHRIS LIBERATOR

The Skyy Club
SUGAR 8: LUST

Filly & Firkin
JOHN KIRIAN

THE SHOD COLLECTIVE
The Goldn Fleece

BILLY BRAGG
Sheffield Octagon

ELEPHANTS 81 RHINOS
Mansfield The Woodpecker

5 GO OFF IN A CARAVAN
Nottm The Golden fleece

FOOTWA RM ERS noon
MIND THE GAP 8pm

The Bell Inn
SEAN MEO
Just The Tonic Loxley‘s
SWING 4 JAZZ

The Lion
POWERTRIBE

Mansfield Town Mill

NOWAYSIS
Nottm Rock City

ACOUSTIC ROUTES
The Golden Fleece

AINSLEY LISTER
Running Horse

THE OMEGA BAND
The Bell Inn

THE RHYTHMITES
LIFE ON EARTH
£3 (£2.50 NUS/JSA)

Nottm Sam Fay’s
SPACE

Rock City
SHADES OF BLUE

Golden Fleece
FOLK, BLUES 8: BEYOND

Running Horse
THE SHOD COLLECTIVE

Bell IHII

wednesda 6th
LIFE ON EARTH I DAVIS

Nottm The Skyy Club
COLIN STAPLES JAM

Running Horse
THE FAB 4

Sam fay’s
ODDBALL ISTAIRWELL

Derby The Garrick
MUFFIN

Mansfield The Woodpecker
TONY FORD

Behan’s

ZEPHYR 6
Nottm Sam Fay’s

PETER GREEN
Rock City

SALL.Y BARKER
Running Horse

THE BIG EASY
Behan’s

BLACK VOICES
Leics Phoenix arts Centre

AVICULTURE
The Charlotte

ENORMOUS
Mansfield Harveyi

STINKYI KING PRAWN
Hiphoptimism £2

Nottm The Old Angel
MISTY BLUE

Mechanics Arms
WHOLESOME FISH

The Lion
STARSKY

Filly & firkin
STUMBLE BRITHERS

Running Horse
STAR BELLIED SNEAKERS

Mansfield The Woodpecker
SOUR MASH I LIFE ON EARTH

LT \ \. '4 1 &T;ENUFF Z. NUFF Mansfield The Woodpecker T113 B611 Inn Mechanics Arms eics ump ap
EDWARD II

Phoenix Arts Centre
SCREAM

The Charlotte

TERRY 8| THE JUG BAND
Nottm The Lion

FOUR ON THE FLOOR
. The Running Horse

THE SHOD COLLECTIVE
3pm The Golden Fleece
SEX TOYS

Filly & Firkin
JACK OF DIAMONDS

Mechanics Arms
DUB WAR I COLLAPSED LUNG
3 COLOURS RED I MERC
indie all nighter Rock Cty
MONDO KANE

Leics The Charlotte
THE KITTENS I DAZY AGE

Chesterfield Arts Centre
DIESEL PARK WEST

The Charlotte
THE RATTLERS

Derby The Flowerpot
TIN LIZZYI FRONTIER

Mansfield The Woodpecker

ASHLEY MORGAN QUARTET
Nottm The Lion

RADFORD JUG BAND
The Golden fleece

MICK PINI BAND
Running Horse

THE SPECIALS
Rock City

FOOTWARMERS noon
AKIMBO 8pm

The Bell Inn
BOOTH BY GRAFFOE
Just The Tonic

Loxley’s
FRONTIER

I
BADAXE

Mansfield Town Mill

Nottm The Running Horse
SATURNALIA I SUSPIRIA
INKUBUS SUKKUBUS

Rock City
THE OMEGA BAND

The Bell Inn
ACOUSTIC ROUTES

The Golden Fleece

Nottm Sam Fay’s
BLIND & DANGEROUS

Running Horse

THE FAB 4

GREYNOTE
The Bell Inn

EAMON GETHINGS DUO
Mechanics Arms

FlNNEGAN'S WAKE
Behan’s

one NIL oowu
Nottm Sam fay’s

HARRY & THE GROWLERS
Rtmning Horse

POTEEN
Mechanics Arms

THE SCREAM
Nottm filly & firkin

IAN SIEGAL & AINSLEY LISTER
Running Horse

PATTON 8| KELLY
Mechanics Arms

DESERT STORM
Sheffield The Arches

LUNGE I FAST ORANGE
Leics The Charlotte

IAN SIEGAL
Nottm The Lion

THE SHOD COLLECTIVE
3pm

the golden Fleece
ABCD

Running horse
DECLAN

Mechanics Arms
KELLY’S HEROES

Behan’s Bar
FREAKS OUTING

Worksop Frog & Nightgown
THE CHARMERS

Leics The Charlotte
THE WHISKEY PRIESTS

Derby The flowerpot

sunda 17th
SHAMUS O’BLIVION 8| THE
MEGADEATH MORRISMEN

Nottm The Golden Fleece
FOOTWARMERS noon
JUBA 8pm

The Bell Inn
FRANK DEMPSEY

Mechanics Arms

EE SANKEY at THE COOL GREY
FIRES feat. IAN SIEGAL

Nottm The Running Horse
THE FAB FOUR

Sam Fay’s
POTEEN

Mechanics Arms
THE COSMIC CHARLIES
Play Dead

Worksop Regency Hotel

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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EELS
GATSBY’S
Huntingdon St. Gay pub, two bars,
dancefloor and DJ. 9505323
ADMIRAL DUNCAN
74, Lower Parliament St. Pub/disco.
Late bar Thurs-Sat til 1.30 am.
Mainly men, regular cabaret.
9502727
THE FOFIRESTERS INN
St. Ann’s St. Mainly women. Disco
Thurs and Sun. 958 0432

CLUBS
THE KITSCH CLUB
19 Greyhound St. regular gay night
Saturdays. Members and guests
only. 970 8451 .
REVOLUTION
MGM, Greyfriar Gate. 958 0555
Monthly 1st Monday. 9-2am. £4.
CELLO‘S
The Old Vic, 22 Fletchergate.
Fortnightly Sat.women only. For
dates contact Lesbian line.
LIMITED EDITIONS
The Yard, 61 Westgate, Mansfield.
Last Monday. Coach from Gatsby’s
9pm. £4 inc. 0162 322 230.
GAY NIGHT
The Lizard Lounge, St. Mary’s Gate,
Lace Market. 3rd Monday. 952 3264.
GROUPSZORGANISATIONS
NOTTM. LESBIAN & GAY
SWITCHBOARD
Confidential advice and info. Mon-Fri
7-10pm. 9411454
LESBIAN LINE
Mon 7-9pm. 941 0652
MUSHROOM BOOKSHOP
10 Heathcoat St. Large lesbian and
gay stocks and free copies of Pink
Paper and Outright.
THE HEALTH SHOP
Broad St. Free health care with gay
outreach worker. Free condoms, KY,
dental dams, Hep B vaccinations
and all sexuall drug use advice.
Copies of The Gal Guide,
comprehensive information booklet.
947 5414
LESBIAN CENTRE
Women’s Cenre, 30 Chaucer
St.11am-3pmWeds.941 1475
NOTTM BISEXUAL GROUP
Meets 2nd and 4th Thursdays, 8pm,
International Community Centre,
Mansfield Rd.
NOTTM. GAY & LESBIAN YOUNG
PEOPLE
for under 26's. Meets weekly.
Thurs. 8pm. 911 7925 lan, 9140927
Mark, 961 6252 Chris.
OUT OF THE CLOSET
BASE 51, Glasshouse St.
Young gay men's group Thurs 2-
4pm. Young Lesbians goup Weds
6.30-8.30pm 952 5040.
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTM. LESBIAN,
GAY 81 BISEXUAL PHONELINE
Mondays 8-10pm during term. Call
951 4999 for info., advice.
NOTTM. TRENT UNI. LGB
SOCIETY
Lecture Theatre, Dryden Street
Library Mondays 7.30pm. termtime.
979 0959
MANSFIELD LESBIAN & GAY
YOUTH GROUP
Meets Saturday afternoons.
0162 361 0611

SISTERS OF PERPETUAL
INDULGENCE
Nottm. convent of international gay
male nuns. available for ceremonies,
blessings, etc. Novices writeMother
Inferior or Sister Dominarix, Maid
Marion Convent, 180 Mansfield Rd.
Nottingham NG1 SHW.



PORCUPINE TREE Signify(Delirium)
Their previous album The Sky Moves Sideways proved to be an
underground classic of contemporary psychedelia. It's complex
arrangements and imaginative use of a tired and overworked
formula established The Porcupine Tree as a cult item.
Signily will only consolidate their enviable position. It inhabits
their now familiar musical territory with those disembodied
snatches of dialogue floating between tracks and Steven Wilson's
acid guitar lines flitting around like stoned butterflies, the
resulting mesh of styles and sounds comes over like some strange,
melancholic, white boy suburban blues played by people who take
too many drugs. lt's brilliant! highlights include the latest single
Waiting (Phase One) which didn't work too well on its own but in
the context of the album it makes perfect sense. Every Home ls
Wired and Sever typify their beautifully atmospheric songs
executed with restraint and a great understanding of dynamics.
photo by Paul Rider John W. Haylock

THE MISS ALANS Ledger (World Domination)
Strange how a band with such a deepset American sound should
derive their name from characters in a thoroughly English EM
Forster novel. However, these four guys are from Fresno,
California which sounds a confusing enough place (voted least
desirable American city) not to ask questions. Their music offers
all the answers anyway, reflecting the slow sluggish heat rising off
Fresno's sinking heart sidewalks. Scott Oliver's precious low vocals
seam Stipe-like over Manny Diez's many guitar patterns creating
a sensual rock rollercoaster for the morning after fall-out. Diez
knows how to keep his chiming chord melodies simple and
effective, reserving the heavy duty stuff for special effect. Broke,
Candy Apple and Ride On Me work their own dark mysteries with
Poor Eyes, Samantha and the poppy Big Sun also scoring high in
this dazzling set. Sparkler Queen bums even brighter still, with
acoustic jangles building to a dimax, and when Scott crescendos
with " l want to know what the stars already know/I want to
dimb up to the sun and touch her smile " you can feel the earth
quiver and continents collide. What a perfect set of shoulders to
lean on this Autumn. They seem to understand everything.

A HOUSE No More Apologies (Setanta)
This Irish act have always enjoyed greater popularity at home,
although English critical acdaim has been generally positive.
However this remarkably commercial and soulful set could ease
them into the next league given the current fondness for strong
melodies and strummy guitars. They keep things defiantly simple,
with voices well to the fore, thoughtful harmonies and tunes that
grab impressively from the outset. What more to say? "There's no
need to wax lyrical over every release," offered Christine Chapel,
lurking on the periphery. So, A House offer up 15 new songs, all
of ‘em good, on a mightily decent album all round. No waxing
required.

Gareth Thomson

discoverall:

MARTIN PHILLIPS 8: THE CHILLS
Sunburnt (Flying Nun)
Although none of the original members of The Chills are in
evidence here, Phillips still considers the band's name a big
enough draw to continue with the moniker. Fair play, really, for
Phillips and his heavenly pop hits were always the group's main
inspiration. So he's back, and not before time on the evidence of
Sunbumt. His trademark loping melodies and dreamy poetic
streams still creep naggingly up on you alter repeated listens,
finally assuming the cosiness of old friends. Opening cut As Far As
I Can See rolls in moodily with a giddy chorus, presaging a whole
slew of finely crafted numbers that reveal a writer still on top of
his trade. Premonition and Surrounded swirl by merrily before the
title track's rippling piano lines provoke echoes of such past
glories as Submarine Bells. Thirteen fine songs, plus a recipe for
the original Sunburnt cocktail itself — though where the hell
might one buy 22!/2 ml of 'Midori'?

Gareth Thompson

SUEDE Coming Up (Nude) photo: Tom Sheehan
The ‘new’ Suede are back to their old selves again. The desolate
urban landscapes and concrete epics of Dog Man Starwent away
with Bemard to make way for Tarmac celebrations and... pop
tunes! With the longest song at seven minutes this album is a far
easier listen as Brett's beautiful, almost inhuman voice skips from
the spiky Filmstar through the cheery, jangling lazy to the
sweeping By The Sea. And, thankfully, Brett's lyrics are as
wonderful as ever. His is a world of Terylene shins, maisonettes
and petrol where people snog in lay-bys and pronounce the 'j' in
marijuana. Or so it seems from one of the album's best tracks She,
a song whidi oozes sleaze, and when Brett sings "arse" you know
just where that tambourine is going. And there are strings as well,
not so many that they take over but they provide this track with a
haunting and perfect ending. The next tune, Beautiful Ones is also
ace, containing on of the best Suede lyrics ever (you know, that

one about Bostik that everyone quotes) and the affected way in
which Brett pronounces "meat" is just lovely.
New boy Neil Codling proves that looking pretty isn't his only
talent with The Chemistry Between Us, that aforementioned 7-
minuter which sweeps and soars for ages about "the kids getting
out of their heads" and Starcrazy, another quite spiky one which
mentions "electric shock bog brush hair". Typically the album ends
with a nice slow one, Saturday Nightwhich like The Next life, the
first album's finale, is positive and gorgeous, the best imaginable
ending to the best imaginable Suede album. lt combines the
simple, gutsy pop music bits from the first album with Brett's
lyrical maturity form the second, but with none of Butler's arsing
about or Brett's animal obsessions. And there's a whole collection
of glossy pictures of the band on the cover as well.

laura Hobsol
Suede play Derby Assembly Rooms on Friday 6th December.

KULA SHAKER K (Sony)
Flavour of the month and increasing in popularity, Kula Shaker’s
brilliant debut has outsold REM. Both previous singles, the
sparkling Tattva and the more urbane Gratefiil When You're Dead
are here as is the current single Hey Dude and next one Govinda
(what odds the first Number One to be sung in Hindi?). The other
tracks are more in the Tattva and Jerry Was There psychedelic
vein, sitar samples and twiddly trippy bits. It's a sensible
marketing move to release the rock numbers as the singles
because to witness Kula Shaker live shows them to be essentially a
rock band. Gone is the subtlety of this album, songs performed
live are arranged for a rock band, but when you're playing to a
thousand pissed up students who'll mosh regardless, that makes
sense, though it would disappoint me. The least they could do is
try to blow your mind. Never mind. The cd is a beautifully
produced work which will enter the national psyche as a classic.
And anyone who puts them down for being retro had best
remember that pop music is still in it's infancy and these guys are
at the beginning of the same era as The Beatles. Or to put it
another way, when the Gallagher brothers start taking the next
popular psychedelic, visit the East, become all mystical and decide
it's time for them to write their Sgt. Pepper's, Kula Shaker will
already have been there. Captain, there appears to a quantum
singularity causing a temporal anomaly in sector K.

SIX FINGER SATELLITE
Paranormalized (Sub Pop)
The band who supposedly blagged their way into a deal with Sub
Pop by sending a phoney demo, but actually play much better
music. There's the beautiful, enchanting , addictive Cocaine And
Mirrors, the frenzied rush of last Transmission, the theatrical
Slave Traitor. It's original, inventive, lively, exotic, different,
interesting, annoying, provocative.

COPTIC RAIN
Clarionk End (Dynamica/Noise International)
Chugging guitars with Siouxsie-esque vocals and a smattering of
drum and bass parts, there's a cheeky cover of Elvis Presley's
Devil In Disguise, which could easily become an anthem at Rock
City well into the next decade. But wait, a hybrid of goth, heavy
rock and drum and bass on a self-confessed metal-hacking-
industrialism label ? At first it seems like it doesn't know what it

ti

CUB Box Of Hair (Mint/Lookout!)
Cub are quite well known within the International Pop
Underground. One of those bands your ultra cool mates tell you
about. It's not surprising as Cub have delivered a bloody essential
album. Box Of Hair is faultless, not a single boring moment. Cub
sound like Heavenly having a fight with Kim from the Muffs. As
essential as Imperial Teen they make Belly sound old and dull. this
is no anorak wearing, twee, indie guitar band, this is out and out
POP! Songs and melodies that would have their hardest critic
singing along. Yowsa! Their first visit to these shores before the
end of the year should be ace. Contact: Mint, PO Box 3613, Main
Post Office, VANCOUVER B.C., V6B 3Y6, CANADA. Lookout, PO Box
11374, BERKELEY, CA. 94712 U.S.A.

THE FUMES Self Appointed Guardian
Of The Machine (Empty)
Wayhey! Yowsa! Scooby Doo! The Fumes come out like there is no
tomorrow and arrive not a million miles away from our own
Empty recording artists the X-Rays. Maybe not so raw on the
productilin, also Dee does not mention the word ‘Baby’ so often.
Arf, arf! In places a mix of Nine Pound Hammer, Supersuckers
and Gaunt, SelfAppointed Guardian... is a raaawwwkkking
album. If you are not jumping up and down and bouncing off the
walls by the third song, then you are quite frankly deaf, stupid
and probably a poncy Sleeper fan. The Fumes, it would seem,
know how to party. Contact: PO Box 12034, SEATTLE, WA 98102,
U.S.A.

V. ARTISTS What Did You Come Down
For?: Music from Club Zitt And
Beyond. (Generic)
Blimey! Not another bleeding compilation. What is going on? The
Dublin Castle in Camden is home to Club Zitt which tends to
promote the more sleazy-rock'n'rolI-pissed up bands. This album
contains individual tracks by The Flaming Stars, Penthouse, Gaw
Gaw Mule, Terry Edwards & The Scapegoats and Solomon T. Jones.
Highlights are the virgin recording effort by Symposium for all
you 16 year olds; Swimmer give you their twisted north London
indie art pop; and Dream City Film Club air their delightful song
Piss Boy for which alone it's worth buying this album. Tel. (0171)
485 1773

THE MOTARDS ...Rock Kids (Empty)
Let's not beat around the bush. The Motards. ..Rock Kids, oh yes
they bloody well do! Stripped down production not for the faint-
hearted, this is great G-punk'n'rock'n'roll that god intended to be
blasted out of every radio the world over. This record is for
everyone who owns GotA Record by The Rip Offs. The Motards
are a more raw and simple Toast, like early New Bomb Turks
before those Ohio masters learnt how to use a studio. Classic.
Contact: PO Box 12034, SEATTLE, WA 98102, U.S.A.

NEW BOMB TURKS
Scared Straight (Epitaph)
The third proper album from these crazed and pissed punkers
from Columbus, Ohio. Now signed to the Epitaph label, which
makes complete sense. The New Bomb Turks were always a band
that would try to redefine their sound, take it apart, progress, and

wants to be but eventuall ou realise that it surel does and that they Sm have’ They are now even more mckinimn with crazedC tic Rain ‘have a ve dz y .d m. my Sid HUI piano parts and loud brass sections. Hooray! A band this goodop ry arie |ty,evenage er e e
number one is break all the rules. They call themselves an
industrial art terrorist unit, they being Slovenia-based duo Peter
Renko who plays everything, and Katrin Radman who sings
everything. They have also released albums as April Nine, their
oriental ethnic trip house selves and Typhoon Symphony, their

would be wasting their talent just blasting out punk'n'roll jams.
These blokes like music and this album will win them new fans,
like the kids who have just discovered Rocket From The Crypt. lfl
ever meet Tom Cox l would like to shake his hand and buy him a
beer. If you have never heard this band this album will not
dis oint u Join the the do to Selectadis nd. . app yo . party n go wn c a

$2tgfmSTfi:1h3:'eI;;a|':i:£g:€Iago"' Peter also wrote most of ’ find their back catalogue. Then go see them live in November withno
ART OF NOISE
The Drum And Bass Collection (China)
With every new movement in music comes a new set of remixes of

Red Aunts, X-Rays and Toast on various bills around the country.
Thank you, goodnight. Scared Straight is the sort of record that
will change lives. Yesssss!

. , . THE PEECHES Do The Math (Kill Rock Stars)Art Of Noise. Here theres a laugh a track but the rest IS really what do you have if you (ms a member of The Fmmpies with
fuckmg swans‘ The an of desmbmg the M of NOISE was best two members of Rice and the bloke who owns Lookout! records?done by themselves and there is a concise definition on the cover.
There's glissando guitar on Island taken from the 1989 album Ladies and gentleman, you have The Peeches. A four-piece whose
Below Th wast b la hr ak_beat te in Sei- let bratvocals literally spit out easy and laid back punk rock. Somee e y panese e rror ]l comp e .
with the most syncopated, disorienting beats on this album. Listen :z:1Sn,I:i?1?||tI::mEd Igsflfiét s0undshmLguhtIY':gte' nmemy
out for him ‘Soon’. The best of the art of the Art Of Noise comes Seven minutes, Ninssout of ten OmanP0 aB0xe1ng41
with Kiss remixed by an inappropriately named Digital Pariah who ' ' '
sensibly extracted Tom Jones while simultaneously leaving the BERKELEY, CA 94712, USA.

AFKA Prince in self-imposed exile. Meanwhile Lemon D manages _
to pass a camel through Eye Of A Needle without a mobile phone CHURCH wh°r'h°us" songs And. . . tories (Damaged Goods)as he alludes to the album In Visible Silence. These are some of .the mes. This is kof M. Exhibmo 28th on be . J. Church have always given you wondeful pop-punk slabs from

H p d I. I . a wt“ n opens _ 0 0 U" the good old USA. If you like Jawbox, Gameface or even Green
a goo '5 emng P05 5' (I""$Il'"P (hills! ~ Day then you will love J. Church. Like all the best American bands

they seem too put out a lot of records. This is an exclusive world-
wide release for Damaged Goods. Twelve good original songs plus
a cover of Asshole by Beck for whom Lance J. Church has played
guitar! It would seem that J. Church are a bit of a secret both in
the USA and over here, which shouldn't be as they do what they
do equally as well as, if not better than, most of their peers. This
album is stonking. They will be touring the UK soon with the fab
Cub. See you down the front. Contact: PO Box 671, LONDON E17
6NF. Sid Abuse
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BUTTHOLE SURFERS Pepper (EMT)
DODGY Good Enough (ABM)
SPACE You And Me Versus The World
(Gut)
BILLY BRAGG Upfield (Cooking Vinyl)
These singles are probably deserved hits by now but all merit a
mention for their value as collectable items. Biitthole Surfers
languished in indieland for long enough to haul themselves up to
EMT without losing face. And Pepperis a crackling, low-slung rap
boasting a killer chorus. So with the video on hea-vee MTV
rotation this could be just the final push they need. A remix and
two rarities are attached.
If DorIgy's Good Enough was remarkable for being such a long
overdue success, then the two cd single extra tracks that explore
stunning new dimensions are equally noteworthy. Those who
knocked Free Peace Sweet for its lack of daring (as if being the
finest pop group around wasn't quite enough) should clock an
earful of the ten-minute dazzler Speaking in Tongues. Running
through more mood swings than a precocious teenager, it soars
and rises, scares and surprises before leaving you dazed and bat-
blind in the foaming finale. Dancey instrumental lovebirds On
Katovir demonstrates yet more diversity. My word, but they're
sounding awesome.
Space knocked out a sweeping set at Reading, and this breathless
gem which comes on like Tarantino directing loony Tunes is every
bit as devious as any of Jarvis Cocker's recent Pulp fiction. Three
low-key bonus numbers show intriguing alternatives to Britpop,
with Spiders lurching along like Tom Waits in search of a hangover
cure.
Bragg goes resolute and upbeat with Upfield, celebrating his
"socialism of the heart". Well, what other kind is left now?
Additional cd songs include the lovely ballad Rule Nor Reason, and
a not-so-stunning rewrite of The Diggers Song entitled
Thatcherites. Good to see someone still writing about the woman
who provided copy for so many gifted songwriters. New Bragg?
No danger...

Gareth Thompson

MANDALAY Flowers Bloom (Organic)
Debut single, intimate vocals by Nicola Hitchcock navigating the
territory of Cocteau Twins, Bjork, EBTG and Beth Orton with drum
and space provided by ex-Thieves member Saul Freeman. The 12"
contains a Secret lover remix by PFM.

TRICK BABY Indie Yarn (MARS/Logic/Arista)
Muslim (girls) sing Hindi (but catchy) song with cultural crossover
(indie —> major) and interesting lyrics (syllables easy to copy)
that you can sing along to without caring whether you are singing
"brush your teeth with marmalade" or " I am so relieved that my
arranged marriage worked out" but it sounds phonetically like
"mick nick a digger, danny rampling ho". Yup, this will be a hit.
The track not multiplied to three is called O.K. Scott and it's
boring. So this must be the one their friends had to persuade them
to release. Trick Baby, by the way, is the name of a book about
con-men by Iceberg Slim the Chicago pimp-turned-author who
inspired Ice-T. It's street slang for a child born of a prostitute.

Christine Chapel

THE X-RAYS Erotic Neurotic (Dog The Fuzz)
These cheeky-drunk-punk chaps’ version of The Saints’ Erotic
Neurotic with two spanking new numbers on the flipside Set 'em
Up and Two lane Blacktop which sure do sparkle. The only downer
is that it's stupidly limited to 250. lf you don't know by now this
band are hhhhhoooottttt! Go-gooooo-gggggooooooo! to
Selectadisc and purchase now!

SINCOLA One Hit Wonder (Caroline)
Pretty impressive guitar-fuelled American band. One Hit Wonder
swoons, moves around a bit and leaves you hungry for seconds.
Not as cool as Imperial Teen but probably more exciting than a
Breeders side project. Ha ha ha. Check them out.

NOSEDIVE In The Bag ep (Thrill City)
Nosedive are from Manchester, most likely own one or two records
by Big Black and really wish they were Cop Shoot Cop. However
here they give you five songs which sound better with every
listen. The weakest being the John Robb produced one.
Concentrate on The Make Up, sorry, Gold Blade, Johnny. Ha ha
ha. Nosedive deal in those lovely, dirty rock 'n' roll riffs that
everyone needs in their life. Contact : P0 Box 33, MANCHESTER
M20 3AD.

CABLE Whisper Firing Line (Infectious)
Produced by the legendary Kramer, therefore you would be
hoping for a complete in your face noise feast of guitars but sadly
it's the most polished thing this Derby-based band have done to
date. Not sure if it's the way forward but it's a good song and
Can't Find My Way Home could be Radiohead 1992 and
demonstrates that Matt can sing after all. things sort of return to
normal with a sixteen minute version of the mind-blowing
Murdering Spree which is so polished in places you can see your
face in it before it goes into up-your-arse feedback noise that does
piss your cat off. It would seem that Cable have had enough of
not receiving much airplay and the press looking the other way.

FANCY I Can Feel It (Starfish/Big Life)
Oh, how once this trio truly shone. Their last demo was near
perfect. I Can Feel It isn't a bad song per se, it just lacks the spunk
of their earlier stuff. Fancy have a lot of talent and potential, but
sadly this single won't be finding itself in many collections.They
should have released Ugly Faces instead, then they'd be laughing.

KENICKIE Punka (EMldisc)
You can't help but swagger and smile to Punka. It's a great song
that so easily could have been released on some kid's bedroom
label and completely ignored. however the girls and token bloke
have moved from Slamt/Fierce Panda and now find themselves
on EMI. Therefore even your kid brother and sister can rush down
to Woolie's and buy this great single. Surely that's what it's all I
about at the end of the day. Kenickie still.aren't a brilliant live
band but on record you can't fault them. Sid Abuse
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TOAST "
Back To The Barrooms (Damaged Goods)
YOWSA! WAYHEY! SCOOBY! Recorded at Toe Rag. Mixed by Billy
Childish, this is Toast in full flight, raging three chord drunk punk.
Pump your fist in the air and jump up and down like a nutter. Ace!

HON RYRIDER
Endless Summer (Damaged Goods)
Honeyrider are from San Diego, California and guess what? They
sound like the Beach Boys having a fight with Jesus and Mary
Chain, organs and all. Not the best record to come out on
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Drink eat and good music Tlam -T lpm Tues —Sun

Weds . La Béte Des Bleus D? Cl?
Thurs Serve Chilled Again. Digs 8: Woosh

Fri/Sat. Departure Lounge vs Quadrant
pre-club warm ups SO metres from Skyy Club

Damgood but still well above the average of most of the shit 39° Amem" R°ad (°PP- Te>‘aC° gaiagel
released every week. Contact: Po Box 671 LONDON E17 6NF

ARAB STRAP The First Big Weekend
(Chemikal Underground)
A very important record from an increasingly important label. If
you have already heard it you will know what I mean. When is a
song not a song? When the ‘singer’ simply tells you about a
weekend in June over a simple disco beat and easy guitar. Why is
this record so great? Probably because it hits the spot with so
many of us. A very cool record that will change people's lives.
Essential.

HEADCLEANER Claudine (Musidisc)
Still around after all these years. it would seem that they have
battled their way through the Camden Lurch scene and Grunge.
They are still here still doing their US flavoured guitar punk-by-
numbers and doing it well. Surely Black Flag fans.

THE PIN-UPS Mindless Drivel / Robbie
Take That! (Stockwell Road Records)
the most important unsigned band in the country finally release
their debut single. The Pin-Ups were one of the highlights at
Reading Festival. It was only their tenth gig. they are all sixteen
years of age, they look brilliant and have just released what is
odds on the debut single of the year. Falcon Stuart produced, he
has done a brilliant job. This is what punk is all about. this is what
POP! is all about. This is rock ’n’ roll. Sexy, brilliant, essential but
the bottom line is that The Pin-Ups are taking the piss out of you,
me, themselves and most importantly all the no-hopers in crap
bands all up and down the country. Why try so hard when you
don't have to? This is a band who have influenced many, a band
who are not going away, a band who are using the media. I997
will be their year, easy. They're going to blow your mid. If you
don't understand them now you never will. Sid Abuse

THE CARDINALS
Going Out With God (Crude)
IO-track cd from this tight, neat, Mod-like band chock full of
melody. Imagine REM, Kinks, U2 and Chords all mixed up. Real
pleasant stuff and well worth the listen. Only Dreaming and Bring
Me Down would make fine singles.

#1

WE KNOW WHERE YOU LIVE
Draped (Noise Factory)
The title track is fine and groovy, Beatles-influenced, while the
other two are forgettable except for a great riff buried in the
musical mess of Crude Manipulator. Altogether they remind me of
Portishead.

SODA
Dragging You Into My Dreams (Artificial)
Straight forward guitar pop, lightweight but well produced by
stalwart veterans of post-Punk Clive Langar and Alan Winstanley.
The ghost of Suede hangs heavily over all four songs and apart
from the catchy chorus of the title track it's all been done better .

HRLNS
One to another kicks off with an interesting, squelchy, psychedelic
riff before meandering off god knows where. The Charlatans
haven't changed l11UCl'l over the years and it's still good to hear
them even though I can't quite remember why.

CHINA DRUM Wipe Out (Mantra) '
Pearl Jam meets Blur with dead catchy choruses to boot. Wipe Out
is great and Baseball In The Dark is speedy grunge-pop fun. good
stuff.

RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE
People Of The Sun (Epic)
Taken from their sequel album Evil Empire RATM make an
interesting grunge -rap noise but they would sound a whole lot
better with some decent tunes to back up the rant.

IMPERIAL DRAG Boy Or A Girl (Columbia)
Hawkwind meets Salad meet the Glitter Band. Great fun, Imperial
Drag have a nice tongue-in-cheek early 70's hard pop feel that's
worth checking out. Mark Lawrence

IMPERIAL TEEN Seasick (Slash/London)
I feel disappointed here. there are some great moments, such as
Luxury, a lo-fi punk tune but others take just too long to get going.
They should be so much better with their pedigree, Roddy Bottum of
Faith No More, and there are songs with great attitude. Hang on,l've
just walked back into the room and You're One is playing. I've
changed my mind, I do like this stuff. It's varied, weird, messed up,
they swap instruments and sound like the Breeders, but better.

SUPER DE LUXE Famous (Luminous/Tim Kerr)
Another U.S. band. . .where are ours? Lizadrin sets the tempo and
tone of this excellent power pop. She Came On has it all; you should
be bouncing around the room to this REM type melody. I like this.

THE CANDYSKINS Circles (Ultimate)
This is very good, like elvis costello in a pop band. powerful and very
listenable. Turn lt Off is about too much Tll. Too right, switch it off and
listen to this instead.

Michael Prince

SOME PLATTEFIS THAT MATTERED
BY D? Cl?

1. FUTURE SOUND OF LONDON
My Kingdom Part 4

2. DJ CAM presents MINUS 8
The Sweetest Sounds ep

3. NINE Make Or Take / Lyin‘ King
4. OLIVE You're Not Alone
5. HOUSE OF PAIN Fed Up
6. LADY COP To Be Fieal
7. ADAM F Metropolis
8. SONUS Yesterday's ln My Pocket
9. THE DREAM TEAM

Survival Of There Fit
10.ARCHlVE Londinium
11.HOOVER 2 Wlcky
12.MOUL’Y AND LUCINDA The Abyss
13.CHUCK D No
14.BEDLAM A GO GO Paranoid
15.A TRIBE CALLED QUEST GetA Hold
16. V. ARTISTS High School High
soundtrack
17.DJ KRUSH Only The Strong Survive
18.DlMlTRl FROM PARIS

Une Very Stylish Fille
19.CHEMlCAL BROTHERS Setting Sun
20.MORCHEEBA Trigger Hippie

A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
Now, that is a tough one but I'd say yer orange
one is the tastiest of the Fry's chocolates. Tho’
the peppermint has got it going on, and
obviously yer original (what flavour is that
anyway?) deserves props. But no, definitely, the
chocolate one has that tang that sets it apart.
FSOL return with the awesome epic dead big
My Kingdom which weighs in at nearly half an
hour long (but only the fourth part is dance-floor
worthy) and takes dance-floor trip hop to the
next level. Electro Operatic Intelligent Trip Hop
(well most of It isn't very smart, is it now)?
Sonus is on a similar ‘tip’ yo.
Not much drum ’n’ bass in this time round. But
we do have another of my continuing
contributions to the global village in the French
Minus 8 who come up with two tunes that
successfully break the rules of the genre. Adam
F returns slightly harder with summut that
sounds exactly like what it's called, The Dream
Team are a Mobb Deep sampling drum ’n’ hip
hopper, and Moul'y and Lucinda is spacey.
Drum 'n' Space I!
Hip hop's output seems to be on the increase
and so is the quality (for a change). Grufl voiced
("20 Woodbines, pIease") Nine is back, better
than before with two tracks offa a hip hop album
of the year, equally gruff House Of Pain return
with a Guru mixed “music from the Lucozade ad”
sampling bouncer, Chuck D (who still has so
much trouble on his mind) takes a step back
musically with his funky solo debut and the hip
hop compilation of the year High School High
soundtrack which features Wu-Tangers (no
surprises there), Real Live (Who? Well, they
were new to me as well but their Barry White
sampling tune is so good I've now got their
debut album), Pete Rock, Lil’ Kim (member of
Junior M.A.F.l.A. who supposedly, according to
one halt of Planck, smoked 2 Pac), De La Soul
(the track's shit, mind you), A Tribe Called
Quest, Sadat X and The Roots, plus an ace
version of Bohemian Rhapsody (no, it ain't rap)
is ‘tha shit’..
As for the trip hop department, well we have the
mellow Lady Cop and equally mellow, but well
soundscaped Archive, Olive give me the
perfect excuse to create another genre: ‘trip
hoppy drum ’n’ bass with a handbag house
attitude’ (check out lfl Could Fly by Grace if
you want another good example of what I'm
rabbitin’ about), Hoover sweep up a Portishead,
Curve, Silverfish type thang and Bedlam do a
“Paranoid - That's right I'm fuckin‘ paranoid"
that's Born Slipperyish.
Dimitri’s latinesque comedy just stays in, the
Chem. Bros. return with the much gossiped
about track with that geezer outa thingy that
lives up to expectations and finally Morcheeba
get released. And if it brings more attention to
their “an album of the year", that suits me fine.
Now remember kids, ’tis easier to get a camel
through an eye of a needle than is is to get the
attention of a house DJ beat mixing.

D? Cl?
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s|cu|<|'k ANANSIE photo: Anton Corbijn
Stoosh (One Little Indian)
Difficult second albums generally require a ‘more of the same but
different‘ approach, and yet the level of completion Skunk Anansie
have achieved with Stoosh goes some way beyond expectation. And
not even the predictably savage barbs from the NMME camps can
quell the fury and mastery displayed here.
Only the opening track Yes lt’s Fucking Political reads like a leftover
from the early days, being too eager to rage and reinforce for
comfort. The sweet stompalong single All l Wantdelivers a sharper
focus, with the opening line's ironical twist “all I want is a mirror"
falling wickedly from Skin's lips. Infidelity (Only You) is one of four
songs to display an unusual fondness for brackets, and it glides
smoothly on the crest of Ma rtin ‘Therapy’ McKeegan‘s string quartet.
Skin's also out to assert that being a drop-dead stunning rock deity
doesn't guarantee emotional security, as the vulnerable ballad
Hedonism (Just Because You Feel Good) and intense pummel of
Twisted (Everyday Hurts) both testify. Elsewhere the isolation increases
with Skin's fragile performance on Brazen (Weep), and a plaintive
guitar ballad Pickin’ On Me. Close your eyes and it could almost be
Tracy Chapman through the speakers. Finally the sexy snarl of Milk ls
My Sugar and Glorious Pop Songs deceptive barbs bring this mightily
compelling set to a close. Even our promotional copy brandishes a
Parental Guidance: Explicit Lyrics sticker. Fair enough really, for most
parents would need guiding carefully through the tough images
offered on Stoosh. Their offspring, however, will understand it all
perfectly.

AUTOUR DE LUCIE Autour De Lucie (Nettwerk)
Despite earning massive acclaim at home in France, the linguistically
lazy English may be less likely to endorse an act who persist with their
native French language. Which would be a shame, for there's surely
no more sensual a sound than poetic French vowels dripping like
honey from a classic homespun singer. And it's what this fine act offer
in Valerie Leulliot, whose voice cuts lavishly through the pleasant, but
often unremarkable, backdrop of guitar/bass/drums. They have
strong melodies by the bagful though as L'accord Parfait, La Ballade
Du Deserteur, Les Gels De Alaitre and many others prove adequately.
Reference points to Saint Etienne, Lush or Swedish act The Cardigans
only tell part of the story, for much of this material draws as heavily
on classic French pop (Gainsbourg, Dutronc) as it does on British
modern and 60's influences. Broadway Gnema ought to regale you
with Autour De Lucie before the screenings of their French arthouse
films, many of which create a sweeping melodrama comparable to this
group's intriguing stance.
Autour De Lucie appear live at Sam Fay’s Tues 10th Dec.

ZUMPANO Gain’ Through Changes
THORNETTA DAVIS (Sub Pop)
Sunday Morning Music
The fact that Sub Pop's promos are amongst the most eagerly awaited
arrivals in the Overoffice is testimony to the company's increasingly
colourful roster. No longer reliant on a package of hardcore and
grunge, these latest two sparlding releases demonstrate how widely
they're casting the net.
From Vancouver come Zumpano with their second release, and it's one
of the year's most baffling but brilliant offerings. Serving up choruses
that buzz in your head relentlessly, they're fronted by the vocals of
Carl Newmann whose soaring harmonies aren't the only similarity to
Brian Wilson and company on display here. All these tracks are
soaked in classic American hall-of-fame songwriting style, with only a
slightly sluggish production blurring the voices’ natural bite and
clarity. It still makes for powerful listening though, with Newmann
spraying around wry, romantic obsenrations such as “ it's a good
season for selling your only heart to someone whose looks could kill."
Indeed. Around him, a mighty tasty band contrive more catchy
keyboard and melody lines than you could shake several sticks at,

with the pounding Broca’s Way and choppy Here's The Plan sounding
flawless in the design. They pack so much detail into each few minutes
of magic, that you simply step back and listen with bouyant
admiration.
Thornetta Davis is a formidable black singer who grew up in Detroit
under the shadow of Motown's legend. Now she looks set fair to add
her own line to the city's musical history. The album's title may be a
tad misleading, especially if it's soothing jazzy strains you're
expecting. For this is the tough and bruised sound of Sunday morning
on the pitiless sidewalks, with Davis‘ rich bluesy tones offering their
own comments on the human condition. The low guita r/bass
jungleland rumblings of opener Cry give a good indication of what
follows. And elsewhere, stirring ballads such as Sunset and Only One
allow her vocal phrasing to fully flex out. Quite brilliant.

BALLY SAGOO Rising From The East (Higher
Ground/Columbia)
A noble and brave attempt to incorporate Asian mainstream and Asian
cultures into Western popular music styles. It's hard to do right but he
does it by using so many vocalists that they elevate it beyond purely
ethno-interest which it would be had this been purely instrumental
instrumental. Rising from the east he maybe but Bally Sagoo knows
too much of popular western culture to flounder in either a
traditionalist or a modernist camp. In his own way he is as canny as
Peter Gabriel in the merging of gorgeous melody and vocals.

Gareth Thompson

CROWN OF THORNZ
Mentally Vexed (another planet)
If you persist with this album, you will find that Crown Of Thornz are
not a one-dimensional thrash metal band as the first few songs
suggest, but have one or two punkier numbers which are quite good
(check out Unemployed) and display actual talent, not just ‘duh-duh-
duh-duh' guitars with unintelligible Pantera-style howlings on top. By
the way, if you've ever wondered what the musical equivalent of
falafel is, give the instrumental entitled, er, Falafel a listen. Hey, I'd
have some in my band!

VARIOUS ARTISTS Anti-Matter(another planet)
Hands up who likes American punk! Then this is the album for you.
Sixteen tracks covering everything from scary heavy thrash-punk to
the tuneful harmonies of good old pop-punlc, put together by the ex-
editor of the punk fanzine of the same name. The inlay also features
mini-interviews with all the bands on the CD, which is quite
entertaining— bands to check out include Gameface, Farside, Civ,
Sensefield and Lifetime.

ZOINKSI Stranger Anxiety (Dr Strange Records)
If I had to sum up Zoinks! in three words, they'd be “American Goober
Patrol". Yes, they are ‘pop-punk’ (whoever coined that phrase must be
one smug bastard now) but as varied a pop-punk can be— the songs
don't all sound the same which is a Good Thing. But, as they say, you
can have too much of a good thing and after 70 minutes your
tolerance level begins to decline. At least Green Day albums are short,
huh?!

WESTON Got Beat Up (Go Kan Records)
I'll tell you now: this album will grow on you!! They start off sounding
like Any Other Pop Punk Band but stick at it and you'll find they're
more rock than punk, done with style and a whole load of tongues in
cheeks! All the songs are about high school relationships, being fifteen
and trying to impress girls which makes a damn good change from
serious-minded ‘socially aware‘ lyrics that so many bands think are .
Necessary now. Check out Varsity Sweater for a good old Ramones-
style rock ‘n’ roll-fest. Enjoy!

SUPER DELUXE Famous (Luminous Records)
Rocky, hard-edged pop from this American 4-piece which makes for
good background music but the loud bits aren't loud enough to really
make you sit up and take notice. The musical equivalent of people
who get ignored at the bar all night.

VARIOUS ARTISTS Better Read Then Dead
(Epitaph) (benefit album for AK Press)
Compilation albums are ace— you can just put the cd player on
random and see what you come up with. Tracks that stand out here
include NOFX' The Longest Line, Snuff's cover of l Can See Clearly
Now (delicatley handled as alwaysl), the Blaggers' Gonne Be A
Lynchin'and others by Cain, Hooton 3 Car, Zoinks! and J. Church.
Prize for Most Predictable Appearance on cd goes to the Levellers, and
Scariest Anti-Nazi Song goes to Propaghandi. But all in all, quite apan
from the fact that you can't fail to find something you like here, it's all
in a good cause so start saving yer pennies now!

Mischa

VARIOUS ARTISTS '
Dubnology 2: Lost In Bass (Middle Earth)
Dub (reggae, as it was originally) has been married to new technology
empowering it with new appeal to wider audiences, many of whom
will undoubtedly track it down to its roots with the help of djs like Walt
and Jah Free, On-U Sound record label and many of their artists. As
more people tire of dum-dum dance beats and seek some a groovier
alternative, more,and more clubs are offering a wider variety of
styles, including dub along with jungle/drum and bass, neodisco
hybrids and hey, even a bit of gabba, a half hour set of which by DJ
Amanda at The Skyy Club's Mggle night recently caused one of the
fastest exchanges of bodies off and onto the dance floor you'll ever
see. Neophobes out, neophiles in, and perhaps lovers of traditional
dub reggae will not like what they hear here, because what we have is
a hybrid collection of "artists that have messed with the dub formula
so much that we barely remember what the formula was." It's more
likely to appeal to those who never knew in the first place except that
it had guitars in it and came form before the nineties. Thus we have
the ambient rolling space dub of Main's lllll, the anthemic House but
with rhythms to put brains in your feet of Underworld's Born Slippy
(Tel Ematic mix), the churning spooky industrial jungle subdub of
Acacia's Hate, a traditonal number from Mr. Night & Mr. Day (of the
quixotic Knights Of The Occasional Table), an uncharacteristically
trancey transmission from Test Dept, a Tribal Drift on Dub Syndicate's
Hey Ho ( a title possibly chosen to describe those old hands‘
apparently effortless mastery of the genre). And so on, these
representing only a small slice of disc 2. Christine Chapel
Dub Me Crazy featuring Mad Professor comes to Sam Fay’s on
Thursday Dec. 5th.

AUDIOWEB (Mother Records)
This debut album from Audioweb will surely make a few waves
amongst those of you heavy riffs mixed with a reggae and ragga trip.
It's a cracking formula and Audioweb exploit the possibilities to great
effect, vocalist sugar has an immediately recognisable and distinctive
voice which when combined with the band's muscular and infectious
playing creates a truly original sound. the album contains all three
singles Into My World, Sleeper and Yeah plus seven other fine tracks
including a superb version of the Clash's Bankrobber. Audioweb have
great potential and the future beckons bright. John Haylock

LAMB God Bless ep (Fontana)
If shivers rippled down your spine when you first heard anything by
Portishead, then you're in for a real treat. Lamb are impeccable and
immediate. Drum and bass that oozes sensuality, with none of that
lurid morbidity associated with their trip hop tragedy laden
counterparts. theirs is gorgeously soulful female vocals set to inspired
acoustic jazz double bass, crisp beats and satin strings. Potentially a
huge band and very beautiful.

SECRET KNOWLEDGE I Dig Your Ass (Ass
Therapy mix) (Deconstruction)
When you've made as much noise as is good for you, vented your
pent up frustrations and proved how macho your taste in music
is. . .relax. Admit that soft tones and serene grooves work a treat. this
tune washes over you in both a good and a not so good way. You
won't remember it tomorrow but for it's duration on the turn-table it's,
dare I say, a ‘lovely’ house track.

PRODIGY The 'l'rick (from the Breath ep)
They're huge and Breath is probably doing the business owing to the
£1.99 price tag (which smacks of dumping) Having said that, The
Trick is one of the most amazing tracks I've heard for a while. A very
dirty, OTT sub bass future funk mutant hybrid. awesome.

RED SNAPPER Loopascoopa (Warp)
Bowl me over with a steamroller, wobble my buttocks in an easy chair
and sing me a saxaphone lullaby. And that's just for Thomas the Fib,
one of five excursions into dream time on Loopascoopa, Red Snapper‘s
latest offering on a double platter. From the sombre trip hop blues of
Crusoe Takes A Trip to the godfather of trip hop’s Last One dub, Red
Snapper effortlessly render the listener hopelessly chilled. Inspired!

DJ SHADOW
Midnight in A Perfect World (Mo Wax)
Someone was going on about who was betteR, DJ Krush or DJ Shadow.
I say snap out of it, we left that mentality back in school. Three blissed
out snare-smacking mixes all the way from San Fransisco, chugging its
slow deliberate trek across a continent that has obviously disilluded
Shadow, who's here to shout "I TOLD YOU SO". Brilliantly heavy trip
hop.

Sam Mansour
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